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From beer to eternity By Peggy Revell 

Fruit beers, wheat beers, pale ales, barley wines, imperial 
stouts, smoked oatmeal stout, even a double chocolate 
cherry stout… these are just some of the many options out 
there in the world of beer that you won’t see from watching 
the TV commercials. It’s a new beer world thanks to the 
dozens of craft breweries that have emerged in the past 
decade. 

“There’s so many exciting ones because [craft breweries] 
brew in small batches,” said beer expert and enthusiast 
Mirella Amato. “There’s always new things.” With beer taste-
testing tours in the GTA region, running beerlogy.ca and 
acting as an official beer judge, Amato has dedicated her life 
to bringing the wide world of beer to the public. 

But where oh where to begin? Getting started can be as easy as 
heading to the LCBO and picking up one of the many six 
packs or individual bottles produced by craft breweries. 
Guided tours, beer festivals, trade shows and even just 
dropping by a local pub, especially ones in downtown 
Toronto, are great ways to start, said Amato. 

“Beer is one of those things that you have to learn to 
appreciate. It doesn’t happen automatically,” said Kevin 
Hietsgebot, a brewmaster at Oakville’s Trafalgar Ales and 
Meads. “The best thing to do is to just try a lot of beer. Try 
them side by side.” 



While pubs boasting hundreds of beers on tap seem like the 
best place to start, they can also be too much of a good 
thing. “It’s really hard to move enough beer in 300 taps to 
make sure your beer is fresh,” Hietsgebot said, so look for a 
pub with a good mix, from light to dark, small to big and mild 
to strong. Pubs featuring guest taps that rotate between 
different craft beers are also something to look for. 

#1. Eye spy with my little eye: Before taking a sip, take a look at 
the colour, clarity and head of the beer said Amato, since 
these qualities are crafted by brewers on purpose. 

The beer should be bright and sparkly, with bubbles gently 
rising, said Hietsgebot, and unless it’s an unfiltered style, it 
should be crystal clear. 

The foam, or head, on top of a beer is also an important 
quality. Head retention and the foam forming a pattern called 
“Belgian Lace” as it recedes are signs of quality ingredients 
being used, said Amato. The smaller the air bubbles, the 
better, while large bubbles, cascading and unevenness are a 
bad sign. 

#2. Follow your nose: “Smell is a great part of taste,” said 
Amato. Smelling your beer before you taste it will give a 
general impression of what the beer will taste like. 

Malt and hops will be the two main smells present. “Malt 
smells like a bakery, fresh bread, yeasty, warm and sweet 
smelling,” said Hietsgebot. “Hops are aromatic … spicy 
floral, herbal.” 

Most people end up preferring one over the other, he added, 
so smell can be a good guide to what you will like. 

#3. And finally, the actual tasting! Beer tasting has to be done 



with more than just a delicate sip, said Heitsgebot, who 
recommends taking in a mouthful with as little extra air as 
possible. 

“The important thing is to stop and to linger,” said Amato, 
“[and] really taste the beer.” The follow through from the 
aroma is important, alongside the ‘mouth feel,' which is any 
sensation that isn’t just taste, she said. 

Beers range from being thin, dry and crisp, to being thick, 
rich, malty and almost like velvet, said Hietigebot. 
Carbonation is another sensation, so pause and see how 
much there is and whether you like the level of it. 

Unlike wine tasting, don’t spit the beer out. Beer is bitter, and 
bitterness is tasted at the back of the throat. If you don’t 
swallow, you can’t taste it. 

It’s also important to see how the beer finishes, said Amato. 
See if the flavour lingers and if there is an aftertaste, she 
recommends. Some beers are even brewed so that a new 
flavour will arise. 

Even if you don’t like a beer, don’t give up after just one 
mouthful. 

“Drink the beer. You can’t take one sip and judge it,” said 
Hietsgebot. “To taste a beer and really decide if that beer is 
for you, you’ve got to at least drink one [glass].” 

And most important of all… The key question to ask after tasting 
a beer is “Would I order another?” said Amato. 

“You’re drinking for what you want in a beer,” said 
Hietsgebot. “Do you like malt? Do you like hops? Do you like 
carbonation? Do you like those fresh bread flavours that can 



come with beer? Maybe the roasted parts, like in coffee or in 
chocolate, something along those lines?” 

Unlike mainstream beers, it’s not about brand or brand 
loyalty, but style, said Amato. Once you know what style you 
prefer, go out and find similar styles by different brewers. 

There’s no right or wrong way to navigate the world of beer, 
said Hietsgebot, and it can be as simple or as complex as 
people want to make it. There is really only one important 
thing to remember while drinking it, he said, and that’s to 
have some fun. 
 

 


